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"You mean those students teach?" Such a statement generally is made in response

to a novel tutoring program in which "Those students" are students classically called

underachievers and in which such students have been teaching elementary school chil-

dren in a tutoring program which was designed to help the tutor rather than the

tutoree. This tutoring program is part of a Comprehensive Remedial and Develop-

mental Program for Disabled Learners at the Junior High Level' conducted by the

Central Midwestern Regional Laboratory (CEMREL) at Brittany Junior High School,

University City, Missouri.

The tutoring program was instigated as a motivational device for the total

program; to build the self image of disabled learners, to reinforce the academic

learning, and to analyze the learning process. The 1967 pilot program demonstrated

the strengths of the total program and especially suggested the expansion of the

program.
2

The 1967-68 program has utilized more sophisticated techniques and has

been based on more specific goals:

1. Motivating students to learn basic skills and reinforcing academic

learning by teaching

2. Building the self-image of students

3. Providing opportunities for students to learn social skills

4. Providing a basis for analyzing the teaching-learning process.

Based on these goals particular methods were used to introduce the program, to

teach basic skills, to place and to supervise tutors. Tutors as well as cooperating

teachers assisted in the task of evaluating the program and of delineating the

tmplications of the program for other schools.

1. See summary of the CEMREL program in the Appendix.
2. See Evaluation Report: The Tutoring Program in the Appendix.
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INTRODUCING STUDENTS TO THE TUTORING PROGRAM

As a motivational device the tutoring program was introduced to the students as

an activity which was a legitimate choice within the total program and by which they

could give needed help to elementary school teachers and students. Students were

informed that the tut. ring activity would help them learn and that, in fact, the

best way to learn is to teach. After the tutoring program was outlined, students

immediately responded with enthusiasm and with questions concerning the "when" and

the "what" of possible assignments. Their reasons for wanting to participate

included personal interest because they had helped a younger brother or sister, a

desire for the freedom of leaving the junior high building during school, a need

for the prestige accompanying the status of a teacher, or perhaps, a recognition

that they once needed special help but didn't receive it, and now they wished to

give such help. Regardless of their reasons, they wanted to participate.

Available positions were outlined for the students and these included the

Initial Teaching Alphabet (i.t.a.), traditional reading, mathematics, physical edu-

cation, art and general assistance to teachers. Students were told that they could

select any of these but that they must learn and demonstrate proficiencies before

being selected. The teaching of i.t.a. was done entirely on the basis of prepa-

ration for teaching; even though the total program had selected i.t.a. as a remedial

reading technique. Students learned the i.t.a. by writing and duplicating worksheets;

devising sound bingo games, i.t.a. versions of "Spill and Spell," dice games using

i.t.a. symbols and phonics wheels; writing and illustrating stories for young

students; making charts. A Material Preparations Committee was established to

collect and file all materials produced. Those students who were more interested

in mathematics learned mathematics in a similar way. Although the program teachers

wanted students to work on their academic deficiencies, students were not told that
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this was their only choice. Tutoring assignments were made on the basis of interest,

not just because students needed to learn a particular skill.

Coupled with these concrete activities were discussions of what it meant to

learn and how materials must be written so that learning could take place. The

students expressed much genuine concern for children who were experiencing learning

difficulties. As stated by a visitor, "Almost every child seems aware that each

small activity is related to a larger, more meaningful activity, that he is not

confronted with a series of isolated, frustrating tasks, 'When I teach this to the

children, I'll try to . ''."3

After small group discussions prior to the tutoring experience, students wrote

the following comments:

To be a good tutor, a person must:

a. Show respect for the child

b. Show polite manners and set a good example

c. Allow a child a chance to talk and to try

d. Give the child time to do his work

e. Persuade the child rather than force him to do things

f. Use a great deal of patience

g. Want to help the child to be a success

h. Understand the way kids do things

i. Give the child credit for his work

j. Make him feel happy about his work

k. Know the subject he will teach

3 As quoted in 11121sL21. New Ideas in Education, Vol. IV, No. 2, 1967, School

District of University City, Missouri.
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1. Know how to handle children

m. Know the child's likes and dislikes so that materials can be made

for him.

To get a child to work a tutor can:

a. Play games that will help him learn

b. Let the child decide what he wants to do

c. Show him how much he has learned

d. Tell the child a story about someone who wouldn't work and then

tell him not to be like that
4

.

INTRODUCING TEACHERS TO THE TUTORING PROGRAM

While the experimental students were preparing to become tutors, the program

teachers were meeting with elementary school teachers and making transportation and

other organizational plans. The program was introduced to teachers by outlining

the successes of the previous year and by suggesting the kinds of activities tutors

were learning to do. Teachers were quick to name their students who could use

individual help or who would learn if they just had someone to sit with them while

they did their work. Often teachers mentioned that they had used their fast

students to help slower students, but that the slower students often resented such

assistance. The possibility of an older child who could also serve as an example

for the younger child was most appealing to teachers. As a follow-up to meetings

between elementary school faculties and the program teachers, elementary teachers

submitted diagnoses and prescriptions on their students. Some prescriptions

4 Taken from student papers. Only the spelling has been changed.
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involvvd subject area weaknesses; others were "encourage and praise this child to

build her self-confidence," "get this child to talk about his work," "listen to

him," "this child needs a big brother," "child needs manipulative devices so as to

teach abstract concepts," "teach perceptual-motor skills," "practice play skills. "5

As teachers analyzed their needs and the potential utility of tutors, the

demand for tutors became larger than what the thirty experimental program students

at the junior high could handle and the program was opened to other interested

junior high students and also to senior high school sophomores from the lowest

grouping of students. The senior high students had been introduced to the tutoring

program because the counselor and social worker had assigned two of their senior

high sophomore classmates to the experimental program during the afternoon. In

addition, to the success of the pilot program, these two students demonstrated that

the program could be helpful for high school students. Their teachers described the

possibilities as:

"Due to the success of this type of program in the seventh grade at Brittany
Junior High, the two sophomore teachers feel that their students would be responsive
to tutoring, especially since two of their students were working with Mr. Bill Page

at Mr. Ochs' suggestion.

Both boys were students of very low ability and little self-confidence or
motivation. They began tutoring at Hawthorne in November. Since that time each

boy's opinion of himself has greatly improved. Both are participating in class

where neither had before. They both were able to overcome a great amount of shyness
also.

With this evidence, plus several observations and meetings with Bill Page, the
sophomore teachers feel that tutoring would work for high school students. At a

meeting involving Mr. Tuck, Mr. Ochs, Mr. Page, Miss Van Wessem, Mrs. Marlinghaus,
and Miss Cold, plans were discussed.

Next the sophomore class was approached with a learning to learn unit, involving
questions and discussions of what it means to learn. Then, Mr. Page and Miss
VanWessem presented the idea of tutoring to the class. An enthusiastic reaction
followed--over 70% of the students were immediately interested.

Preparations were made in each class before anyone actually went to tutor.
Methods of how to teach i.t.a., or math, or writing, or colors, or shapes to a
younger person were discussed. Materials and worksheets were made. How to get
along with younger children was discussed. What the teacher would expect of the

tutor was also talked about.
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Each person who wanted to tutor was placed at either Jackson Park, or Pershing
in accordance with the school's needs and the tutor's schedule. Arrangements were
that almost everyone would be tutoring during his own unscheduled time. Any time
out of class was to be made up during the student's time

The students are excited about the program. For many of them it is their
first taste of success. Somebody needs them and looks to them for help.

The response from the teachers at Jackson and Pershing is very positive. Some
of the teachers have asked for more tutors.

This program is in its early stages now. The sophomore tutors can see many of
the ways one goes about learning as.they try to teach. They are actively learning
themselves. With their enthusiasm for the program there is bound to be a high measure
of success concerning attitudes and interest in school." 6

TUTORS IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS

Placement was a cuoperative effort between program teachers, cooperating

teachers and the tutors. Tutors always had the option of requesting a change and

similar requests of cooperating teachers were also honored. Prescriptions were

given to the tutors, and tutors were encouraged to plan the remediation. Some of

the placements deliberately matched a child with a tutor who had the same deficiency

as the elementary child. However, the tutor's interests always were a prior con-

sideration. Tutors, regardless of their placement, were concerned that they do a

good teaching job. They were very proud of tile prestige the posit".on granted them.

One boy consciously carried his tutoring materials so his third grade math book

would be obvious to his junior high school friends. When they asked him why he

was only doing third grade math, he proudly informed them that he taught third

grade at an elementary school. Once placed the tutor had primary responsibility

for his task which included arriving on time, creating and/or assembling his materia

consulting his cooperating teacher, disciplining the tutoree, and evaluating the

loarning experience. This necessitated a freedom that non-tutoring peers students

envied.

6 Taken from a memo to Dr. Boyer, Senior High School Principal, from
Mrs. Barbara Marlinghouse and Miss Leslie Gold
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The non-tutoring students generated enough interest that both the junior and

senior high schools' papers spotlighted the program.?

ASSESSING THE ACTIVITIES AND ATTITUDES OF TUTORS

The activities of tutors varied. Tutors also played various roles for the

teachers; some were teacher's aides who did clerical and monitorial tasks; some

supervised whole class activities or gave assistance as individuals in the group

raised their hands; some instructed small groups in basic skillg or drill activites;

some listened to reading groups; some taught complex skills on a one-to-one basis;

some lead learning games; some diagnosed deficiencies and then asked for teacher

directions for remediation or planned remedial exercises. Tutors and cooperating

teachers submitted lists of specific activities and the following excerpts illustrate

the diversity of tutoring activities tutors listed:

a. My subject was handwriting
b. Teaching them to read, spell and speaking clearly

c. Made worksheets; teach with games such as number bingo

d. (Taught) shapes, numbers, naming different objects

e. I made dittos in i.t.a. all about puzzles, pictures and games

f. I have taught math, gym, reading

g. I made the child read out of his storybook. I gave him flash

cards reviewing words. When he completed his homework, I gave

him puzzles and things he liked to do.

h. Taught math, reading; was a Big Brother

i. Teaching the children how to read, write, any questions they

asked, playing outside, playing with them and many more things

j. I have taken five students a week and taught them to carry the

exact number when adding and borrowing; in subtraction

k. I helped a little boy build his readlnr, up to the requirement

of third and fourth grade level

1. The main thing I really did was to teach multiplication. I

taught two girls their multiplication and helped with reading.

m. I have taught a boy how to tie his shoe, reading, writing,

math and spelling
n. I have tried to teach my boy to read and pronounce his words

better. My boy is from Central America. I have also tried

to teach him some math.
8

7 See reprints in the appendix
8 Taken from reports submitted by tutors only the spelling has been

changed.
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Teachers listed activities such as:

a. Listen to youngster read--provide youngster with security that at some
point in the day one person had time for him alone

b. Took a small group of slow learners to work with them on i.t.a.
symbols and number concepts

c. Helped children with daily assignments for troubled areas
d. Providing stimulation and motivation for hard-to-handle foursome
e. Checking and reading, taping reading
f. Grade papers, read with slow learners, review worksheets
g. Arithmetic practice with small groups and individual students
h. Gave spelling words from programmed reading, read social studies

to him and helped him finish work9

As the tutors worked with students they discovered that just helping students

do school activities was just part of a tutoring position. They suggested that

tutors must have a particular attitude toward students:

a. You have to be patient, be friendly, and like little kids,
have a cool temper

b. You have to want to work and teach because if you don't
you will think it's boring and hard the first day

c. Be trustworthy
d. Not be bossy
e. Be responsible, hardworking
f. Be smart and keep their confidence
g. He has to be willing to undertake the job. Once they

start they should keep going.
h. To like it but to give your full attention and to strive

to do the best
i. One who has patience, time, likes children, makes up his

mind to teach and not to just get away from school
j. He should be understanding, kind and realize that he was

a small kid and loving
k. First of all you have to like working with little ones.

Try to understand them. The main thing about tutoring
is that you have to want to do it on your own, because
when something is done on your own you take a better
interest in it. 10

Elementary school teachers noted that successful tutors in their schools dis-

played the following attitudes:

a. Must have a desire to help others

9 Taken from reports submitted by elementary school teachers.
10 Taken from reports submitted by tutors. Only the spelling

has been changed.



b. Have knowledge of material using--at least a jump ahead

of child
c. Initiative, a desire to communicate with the children.

An ability to put themselves in charge of the situation.

d. Friendliness--cooperative attitude
e. Interest in young children
f. S'ncerity, courtesy (Teacher needs to be understanding

toward the tutor)
g. Able to control themselves
h. Often those tutors who lack self-confidence and self-esteem

work out as good tutors )-1

In regard Lo the cooperating teacher, tutors had planned a set of behaviors

that would allow them to work with the elementary school teacher as a team member.

The tutors suggested and practiced:

a. Be kind and help the teacher
b. Understand what the teacher must cope with

c. Do exactly what the teacher tells you
d. Ask the teacher what needs to be taught
e. Use manners, be quiet when entering the room
f. Learn the way a teacher teaches
g. Make the teacher feel good because of the work she does 12

Cooperating teachers offered the following comments on the tutors attitudes:

a. Sometimes unsure of themselves, generally very eager to
help; eager to learn

b. Reticient toward me
c. He was always a gentleman and seemed to take pride in

group and individual progress.
d. They were immature of course and had a tendency to be

playful at times, but as a rule they were respectful and

obeyed all school rules. The boys and girls adored them.

e. Responsive toward suggestions.13

On the whole, tutors were very cooperative but as one teacher noted they could

be playful and they could forget school rules. The only major incident of the year

involved a kindergarten tutor who "borrowed" cookies for all the other tutors. In

fact, the tutors left the school with their cheetks and pockets stuffed. Under-

standably the teacher was concerned and the boys who were involved apologized and

11 Taken from reports submitted by elementary school teachers.

12 Taken from discussions and lists made by students prior to
placements as tutors.

13 Taken from reports submitted by elementary school teachers.

-.-----
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donated money to replace the cookies. The only punitive action taken by the program

teachers was to give the tutors responsibility for solving the problem and to remind

the tutors that they had been representing the junior high and that they had caused

other teachers and students to doubt the maturity of the tutors. The tutors sug-

gested replacement of the cookies as well as letters of apology to the kindergarten

teacher and to the principal of the elementary school, They also surprised the

program teachers and wrote similar letters apologizing for disappointing their

supervisors. No other incidents were reported and this one did include some humor

since the tutors shared their loot with the driver of the school bus.

EVALUATING THE TUTORING PROGRAM

The only meaningful evaluation of the program is a comparison of the stated

goals with the actual operation of the program. No valid statistics can be presented;

only the observable behaviors of tutors can be described.

Firstly, the tutoring program began as a means of offsetting the stigma of

relearning basic skills within the experimental program. However, as program

students and other underachievers tutored, implications were discovered for all

students. The phrase "the best way to learn is to teach" was demonstrated innumer-

able times! Students taught handwriting and became concerned about their own pen-

manship; students taught reading comprehension and began reading more carefully;

students checked math papers and discovered that careless mistakes interfere with

learning; students observed a hyperactive child and acknowledged that many things

can prevent successful learning. Since the program was designed to reinforce

academic skills, tutors have ample opportunities to practice such skills. In

addition to learning skills so that they could teach, tutors had the opportunity

to devise creative approaches to standard learning problems. One tutor taught

English to a foreign student by taking the child on "naming walks"--they walked and

named objects which they saw and in so doing built the child's vocabulary. Other
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students devised games to make learning fun. Students were motivated to learn new

skills and to apply their skills in teaching situations and as they taught, their

own learning was reinforced.

Secondly, the tutoring program was created so that the self-images of disabled

learners could be built. Teachers noted that tutors, who previously lacked self-

confidence, began to show a belief in themselves as they reacted to the respect they

received from young children. The success that the tutors experienced coupled with

the legitimate responsibility and trust given to them by teachers built their self-

image. One, a tutor from the senior high school, epitomized this change. He was

a seventeen year old student who had a third grade reading level, a fourth grade

mathematic level, and language development of a ten year old. He was characterized

as having a very short attention span and as being very withdrawn with no interest

in school or in his classes. He walked with his head down, never looking up or

talking to other students. He lacked confidence and talked to adults only when

asked specific questions. After he began tutoring he began turning in class assign-

ments, talking to other students and according to one of the counselors:

"He seemed to develop confidence in himself for the first time in his life. He

felt that he had a place in society and heard words of praise and encouragement, a

new concept for him. You might call it an 'ego transplant.' Every teacher that had

him remarked about the tremendous change in personality. Even if he doesn't receive

credit for his classes he has grown tremendously in self-respect and confidence. I

am sure that the intangibles gained in this experience will never be able to be

measured or appreciated except through his success as a citizen.

Other tutors have learned from him concerning teaching techniques as well as

the importance of being well-groomed .14

This boy had spent only three weeks assisting a defiant fifth grader learn to

tcell time when these changes were observed. Unfortunately, these changes were

short-lived. As this boy encountered failure in his high school activities, the

successes of his tutoring experiences could not build his battered self-image. He

14 Quoted from a memo to Kay VanWessem from Mr. Lilburn Ochs, sophomore

counselor.
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dropped tutoring and returned to his excessively shy state.

Thirdly, the tutoring prograM intended to teach social skills. This was taught

through role reversal which created personality growth. One girl who had a repu-

tation as insolent and disrespectful requested a tutoring assignment. As a tutor

she became responsible and ar efficient diagnostician of reading difficulties.

Unfortunately, her attitude at the junior high did not consistently reflect the

attitudes she displayed as a tutor. Most tutors were most careful about setting

good examples, and they frequently gave pep talks to their students. In one instance

a sixth grader informed his tutor that "only sissies have neat handwriting." The

WO A
tutor, a very looking seventh grader, delivered a lecture in which he outlined

the necessity of good penmanship. This talk was accepted by the child and he con-

tinued to practice under the tutor's direction. The children assigned to the tutors

gained prestige from having extra help and they often fought (in the lower grades,

several physical battles resulted) for tutors. The tutors were also trained to be

alert for over-dependency on the part of their tutoree. This over-dependency had

been a marked problem in the first year's program. Tutors shifted positions and

consciously sought to teach the child to be independent. The tutors did note some

problems for which they desired solutions:

a. Sometimes the child did not listen and didn't do his work

b. Kids lost patience
c. Little kids fighting
d. They always wanted to play instead of doing their work

e. Sometimes the children wouldn't obey me and sometimes they

were noisy
f. Once in awhile a child gets restless and doesn't want to

sit still but this happens very little 15

Tutors often assumed the blame for their lack of success and they asked for:

a. I need to learn to keep my temper down

b. How to express myself in explaining myself

15 Taken from reports submitted by tutors. Only the spelling has been

changed.
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c. More kids to help me
d. I would like to learn how to hold the interest
e. I would have liked more help on the child's part. I think

some of them think a tutor is just nothing. One thing they
should do is respect the tutor and realize they are here to
help.

f. When I give the child homework I would for the parents to help

g. Sometimes I would have liked the teacher's suggestions. But

I really didn't mind. I guess the teacher thought I could do
it on my own. 16

In the tutoring situation the tutor must be able to relate to the teacher and

to the supervisor as well as to the children. One teacher recounted that a tutor

asked if she could teach the whole class a spelling lesson after she had observed

the teacher's techniques. The teacher was impressed by the open communication and

by the professional way in which this girl handled the class.

A final goal of the program, the analysis of the learning process, allowed

many discussions of sequential learning, positive reinforcement, and motivation

techniques. The discussions of tutoring experiences provided many opportunities

for the development of communication skills. Tutors discussed intended plans and

critiqued the lessons after they were taught. Often tutors experienced concern for

the personal needs of particular students. "Do you know that ." generally

preceded an observation about what schools do to and for students. Tutors were

most aware th,,t the attitude of the teacher was crucial to the development of

positive learning situations. Their acute awareness of what prevents learning

caused the program teachers to be even more concerned about their own teaching

techniques. Tutors often related their own prior failures and spoke about changes

they could make in their learning styles. They also observed that many students

have learning problems which are not a result of innate inability or of dumbness.

Often they discovered that success in learning depends on motivation coupled with

appropriate materials. One boy noted that his child couldn't do any of his assign-

16 Ibid.
.111
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ments but that this was not because the boy was dumb. It was because the child had

no motivation to learn anything. "He could learn it if he wanted to," said the

tutor, "but he doesn't want to." This diagnosis perfectly fit the diagnostician

but program teachers were most careful not to say to the tutor "But that is your

problem also!" The tutors were aware that it was similar to their own problem.

Tutors also noted many aspects of the teaching-learning process:

a. The first problem I had was when Randy said, "I hate you and not to
come back." But the next time I realized he forgot because he ran
up to me and took my hand.

b. Would you believe (my boy asked me) the facts of life. My boy asked
me what certain words mean. I had a very hard time explaining this
to him. I told him to ask his fatIter, but he is always asking me.

c. The only problem I found as a tutor was not having enough patience
with the kids. I didn't understand why they couldn't do the work
right. But I realized it was new to them. 17

The tutoring program has demonstrated several positive outcomes: Underachievers

have been motivated to relearn basic skills; their self-images have been improved;

they have learned necessary social skills; they have reinforced their academic

learning by teaching others; and they have studied the learning process. They have

also had the opportunity to give needed service and experience a positive relation-

ship with school. Young students who received tutoring have been provided with help

when they most needed it; they have had their confidence built; they have exper-

ienced learning by example. Teachers have been able to utilize tutors to give slow

learners needed assistance, to individualize instruction and to assimilate new

students into the class activities. Parents have thanked the district for providing

extra help for their students. An administrator summarized the program by writing:

"When we talk about individualizing instruction in University City, the
tutors that your program provides, has enabled us to move many steps closer to
this goal. When I see boys and girls come into this building everyday on time,
well-mannered, well-behaved and well-dressed, and yet know the personal school

14
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history of some of these youngsters who were never any of these things; something

good is happening.

Your program provides an opportunity for our over-age children to keep up with

their social groups because they receive the necessary individual help which they

need." 18

The program has continued because of its acceptance by administrators, teachers,

tutors, parents and students. The only evaluation available is that data collected

based on observations of behavioral changes of students and tutors. The tutoring

program will continue as long as such acceptance exists and as long as a need is

demonstrated. Future plans for expansion involve an exchange of information with

other tutoring programs.19

ra,
1.1/401 11

18 Quoted from a memo to Bill Page from George Rau, January 12, 1968.

19 Dr. Herbert ',Whelan of the University of Chicago is organizing a workshop

for summer 1968 so as to facilitate such an exchange.
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t$r emotional problem or just plain lazy, The years of frstratin and failure
preceding junior high coupled with the onset of adoloscence and the approashing
limits of mandatory school attendance neceesitates different treatment for !mninr
)dh students., B et ause of the complexity of the problem eoneen iv novf
r,11nly tidy romeeliationv hit, for the t4ytal learning *Avirvempnt, anti tit o

learner"s self.4oncepto

The primary purpose of this project is to eetablish a corprebensive
remedial and developmenial program which will enable ?t& and 8th graders with
manifestations of learning disabilitiee to profit more felly frnm their initir
high learning experiences while in 'this= program apd in reintegration in reruler
whool program ,

Any child elven a penoine choice to leern or not to learn will choose
to learuo The teacher we objective is to teach 300% renflarimaarcxxitimmbearmileg
of the material to 100% of the children to 100% proficieney. Slow learning is

no more than fit:ming to a task without the necereary preprequisites to do t at

task. Telling is not teaching.

Children are removed from standard curriculum to concentrate on reeding.
arithmetic through their special interests and reeds. Parent conferences are
used in lieu of letter grades and report card's. Children are on eemploialy
individuaMzed program, at given times trey may choose to work or not to work
If they choose not to work they are permitted to ply quirt rare e tallc or &
nothing

The teacher changes from tack-master to resource person;frem lecterer
to tutor; from controllinp activities to guiding end petting limitr according in
individual needs. The teacher must develop both a tolerance and a kneed e fnr

diverse activities. The ket to teacher attitude le a sincere respect fclr each
child's learning style.

The children use a relf..contained single clierrnam type of area Mbve-
able partitions and furniture arrangements permit division o "f arose within
the room.

In a eix.hour school day, two hours ere used for special eubjeste in.
eluding* Myst, Edo, Arty Music, Industrial Arts and homemakinpu The children
are scheduled with regular classest The remaining four h ours normally devoted
to English, Mkth, Social Studies and Science are used In an unstructured block
of time.--1000 to 3:00 with a 1/2 hour for lunch, During these four hours the
child may work on whichever subjects, he chooses for the length of time he chooses,

The basis for discipline is Y ou do not have to work but you mmy not
keep another person from working. Thus there is NO tolerance for any form of
horseplq, teasing, physical cont act or abuse of material. There is (riot
talking, working in groups, movement around clam and a variety of activities
going on at the same time.



Some of the r eteriels which are used in the procrem are the following:

Ussigurjatia

Cuiseraire rods
Flannel board
Abacus
Charts
Haps
Cameo

Standard Hat erI4,2,

SPA Kite
Taxis
Workbooks
Worksheets
Programs
Activity Books

!raiment

Tape recorders
Record players
Ditto machine
Variety of furniture
Indivudal Storage
Pile Cabinets

apjallsg

Ditto masters
Piper cutter
Scissors
Craft type supplies
Piper

The chili is taught that the object of school is to learn. Some of the
techniques and teaching methods are theses Assiet one anothsr and work in groups
of their own choice. V olunteer for activities and tests. Alike their own workeheet
and do self-diagnoses. Se* their o.n goals and chart their own progress. Tutor
in Elementary School. Work on independent projects.

The program has Ron* through three phase, and the fourth rimse is in the
final state.

Sept. 1966 Jan. 1967
Jan. 1967 June 1967

June no Sept. 1967

Sept. 1967 - June 19E8

Mass I Planning and research
Phase Il 211ot Profram
30 seventh graders with 2 teachers. 1 semester

Phase III Evaluation Revision and Planning
for replication of pilot program
Phase IV Replication WOOS
Y3 now 7th graders for full school peer

At this time planstor the future include the followings

June 1968 Sept. 1968 Teacher Training Workshop
Sept. 19E0 June 1969 Programs 414 revere' schools to determine

value of program in variety of settings
by variety of teachers
Disremination throughout 4 state area
covered by CIDIRn

June 1969 June 1900

The work discussed herein is being performed pursuant to
Contract No. OPC3 9 0628154056 with the United States
Department of H oath, iduoation, and Welfare, office of
rduoation.

Central Midwestern Regional Eduostional Laboratory', Inc.
10646 St. Charles Rock Road

St. Ann, Mower! 61094
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THE TUTORING PRCRtJ

Over. vIrs

As outlined in the general evaluation report of the project, a major

activity of the project involved tutoring in the elementary school. Stu-

dents from the project were assigned to two elr;mentary schools in which they

participated in various aspects of the teaching-learning process. For many

students the tutoring assignment was a vital part of their role as "CPT"

students. As tutors they were allowed to leave the building and to spend

an hour or more per day tutoring specific elementary studentF and becoming

!,nvolved in classroom activities. The tutoring projects were closely co-

ordinated with the academic activities, examples of which are riven in the

general evaluation.

The tutoring program served several definite functions within the gene-

ral program. Primarily, the tutoring program as a motivationel device used

to encourage students to learn basic skills. Students thought that they

"knew" how to do most of the skills taught in the primary and middle prades.

They hesitated about learning primary-level reading and math skills for their

own benefit, but they were willing to "relearn" such skills so that they

might become tutors. In addition, the tutoring program provided a -teens fnr

building the self-images of these disabled learners. The studentE were very

enthusiastic about obtaining the status of teacher. This prestire was ac-

cented by the freedom required for the tutoring schedule; stueents left the

building daily either by bus or by walkinp across the r4reet to t'7Pmon-

tary school. In the eyes of their non-project peers these actv:tei7 were

great privileges. Furthermore, the attitudes of the elementary slIdents in-

creased the self-images of the tutors. For the elementary rtneentr the tutc,rs

were a very special aspect of their school The young children appreca+ed

the academic help, but they also valued the personal attention lavished on them

by their tutors. In a letter to the pro.irct directnr, (PPP aprrrded materials)

the elementary teachers listed this attention as a vital aspect of the pro-ran.



any of these elementary students did not receive the necessary positive

attention of parents or peers, and the junior hirh students were ::".-7(r. to pro-

vide this much needed social development influence. Voreover, the project

students gained social skills as they developed positive reiationships with

the younrei-children. Many of the project students needed this traininc

in relating to other students. Finally, the fee] nr of being needed furthrr

developed a positive self-image for the tutors.

The tutoring program also provided a means for reinforcing the academic

learning of the tutors. A- demonstrated in previous tutoring proprams (see

appended materials), it was hoped that the tut;)rs would ]earn while they

taught. This was evidently one influence which aided the' testable academic

gains made by the tutors.

Finally, the tutoring program was the practical, on-the-spot considerction

of the teaching-learning process. One goal of the project involved helping

students understand some aspects of the learning process. As students tfltr'ree

they confronted a variety of situations (temonstratinr ) earninc. theory. Prior

to the tutoring 'assignment, tutors observed elementary classrooms and made re-

ports of their observations. This observation sheet (see anpended materiels)

helped the students look at the classroom objectively, and this s?eet war

used as a basis of their oral reports to the rest of the group. Thus, students

practiced observation skills and were given an opportunity to relate rr-

poriences to the group. Students also practiced being tutors by roir p2zNyinr

and critiquing one another's teaching techniques. .students ro+o "inFron plans"

(see appended materials) and presented their lessons for peer criticism. "1-ey

also learned to listen and sometimes accept peer criticism. 7r ttdetion, rtu-

dents discussed teaching "techniques" and considered how thy learned snecifio

tasks. It was most interesting to hear them epecify teacher W.viors which

would increase student learning. In a future project, this aerrt of the pro-

gram could be strengthened by use of ]earning-prychology dene.nstvv.Tions purl



as the Skinner box. When students were confronW Y:4 nrrit.r

mcnt, they tried to apply cdig "theoritical" knowlr:dre, r;rs' to fr 'hor

assistance in solving the profiler s they confronted. Tutors soon rrnlivul

learning is a complex task, and they were most concern0 abort the !nterest

and ambition of their students. Posed on this experience the profrct teachers

assisted the tutors in adjustinr their own attitudes tovard learning. This

also reinforced the 6verall orientation of the prcOect which stressed individual

committment, "If you do the materials, you will learn"; and exemplified the

necessity of students succeeding when they were intrinricallr motivrted.

Thus, the tutoring program epitomized many of the goals of the total pro-.

ject and provided motivation and subject matter for student activities.

Specific Arren'ements for Tutoring

Blackberry Lane

The tutoring program was offered to the elementary school located vcrose

the street from the junior high. The principal was very enthusiastic and nl_

lowed prospective tutors to observe classes in his school. As tutors 'ere

available for plac'ement some difficulty was experienced. Although never rneciri-

cally stated, initially some of the primary teachers seemed apprehensive stout,

junior hi0 students as tutorsperhaps they hesitated becalse the;- fparpd that

the tutors would need more supervision than the teachers could affrr4 to rive.

After arrangements with another school had been made, the oripinnl school fnund

places for five boys in reading, math and physical education vit- racers' cr."?

third graders. As tutors began their work, the teachers becals "Tort

astic and desired more tutors. Unfortunately, by the+ time +),pre ero no more

tutors available!

The boys who tutored at Blackberry Lane were responsible for arriving at

and leaving the elementary school at appropriate times. Although, one of the

project teachers attempted to observe the tutors "at work", other dullonds pre-

,ented her from doing as much of this as desired. The principal, however, war



,ost enthusiastic; he observed the tutors, chcckee ..:its cooperatinr 4r.c&ers,

and relayed information about the progress of the prorrem. 'rifler() boy., enveloperl

a great deal of responsibility for their own 1:el-avior and for that of their stu

dents. They often took small groups (4 students) to another ,:las;Iroom ane super

vised their behavior and learning without teacher assistance and utt,! o ly a few

4rcidents of misbehavior. The elemental7 children were well behaved, sore; ;1r

because of the prestige of having special help..

In talking about their tutoring experiences one of the boys rmn?InFi7e0

that he had made friends with the children. This boy ane nnmther boy received

elaborate thankyou notes and a farewell pnrty from their students. There boys

llad checked papers, listened to reading groups, reviewed lesvons with chileren

who had been absent, helped students use supplementary math ane reaeinp materials,

played learning games and practiced new concepts with small group =. They also

had one special activity--a dramatic production. The boys teamed in teaching

the children a play, in directing their "acting", in making props, ane in pre

senting the play to the rest of the tutors at the junior 1.1Th Little Theatre.

Another boy assigned to this school had very similar ac4ivities ano ElFo .

spent some of his time assisting the physical education teacher. Trir boy's

Latin teacher and the school nurse (she serves both the junior 1-4:.ph and this

elementary school) noticed definite changes in this boy's behavior. Pince he

was close to being a behavior problem and since he seemed uns'ele to relate tc

other students in a positive fashion, he had not been immeeiately p!ricP0 as e

tutor. However, when he received his tutoring assignment hr began to be more

interested in many aspects of the program. He had pool success wit}- the roung

children and in the opinion of the principal the children reacted very pos!"vo::

toward him.

The fourth boy placed at this school was on who hoe definite -r,vcho2orficL2

problems. Ire did, however, work herd irk:. tf tutor.' Unfortunately, he attacked

this as a job to be done rather thor as an exciting activity. 1:6 eye net cleve.lcp



an awareness of how the children lecrned. Another two bc-,:s were placed tf.mpor-

arily at the school: One as an assistant, to the pllyriccl cr-IcE4:c.r.

and one as an assistant to the art teacher. Tile latter bo:: r.1-.(!(4 that

he had too many other projects at the junior high (he talcinc vci(nce)

and by mutual agreement with his cooperating teacher droprzd hie tuterng

before the program ended..

As a result of the successes of the propran, the principal requested

volunteers for a summer program for some of his students as explained latter

in t} is report. In addition, plans Were made for continuing this program at

his school for the next year.

Delmar- Harvard

While experiencing the delay in tutoring arrangements with Blaeterry

Lane, one of the project teachers contacted one of his former associates at

Delmar-Harvard. His explanation of the tutoring program was greeted by very

enthusiastic responses. Since this elementary school is experiencing an in-

flux of "culturally disadvantaged" children, the teachers welcomed tte academic

and social assistance that the tutors could provide. At the height of +hr pro-

pram 24 students were assigned in four rooms. During ,the prorram 5 students

were dropped because of their lack of interest or the teacher's sliggertion

that they were not fully participating. Ine concentration of tuterr was in

the remedial reading room---i/t4 was being used by third greeere. (E en an-

pended materials for view of students disabilities.) ActivIt4ns of 1.1:o tm

tors involved math and reading (traditional and ON. The invely-%. of the

tutors is best expressed by individual examples of activities.

One very difficult second grade boy who had many home prob,rms not on'r

behaved for his two tutors, but he also tried to do his academic work. In

this case, as in many, the matching of tutor and child was in part on the basis

of personalities and and obvious' student needs. This boy, Ponnio, created a

disturbance in his classroom which upset two of 11e observing tutors. They
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requested Ronnie.as their student and discussed ways of helpinr hir;. Cne of

the tutors was a pre-delinquent and the other was volT we1 2-brhz:vrd quiet

17oy. The tutors decided to talk with Ronnie informally ane their

offnrtr convirtcno Ronnie to opolorizn to Or tPrin)cr. 'wr,r

the, attultion and tried to be wen-behiorLd for the two 'cor who i,mntcd

to help him. The tutors spent extra time with Ponnie, after the reru...z.r

tutoring time in "psychological counseling sessions". Unfortunately, Ponnie

did not make treat stridei in his academic work. He would not work when he

was not with his tutors, and he became very dependent upon them. This nerative

consequence of the program is discussed at a later point.

Another tutor, a girl, developed a very close ane perceptive relationsl-ir

with her student. Again, this student, Julie, needed encourarement anr' a

positive relationship with an older child because of a poor family situation.

Julie's tutor encouraged her to talk about her problems and to !'do her best".

The tutor varied activities to keep Julie interested and introduced Julie to

library books. Thq two girls also assisted one of Julies fellow stLeents--

Julie played teacher and helped her classmate with skille that she 1-iae learneri

from her tutor. The tutor also played sound :lingo and praWced oral reading

to help Julie develop reading skills. This tutor was most concerrc3 with

identifying Julie's problems and helping her to remedy them, "(Julie is) smart

she just needs to use it."

Other examples of activities are highliphted in the letter from ono of

the cooperatinr teachers. (see appended materielp.) Another teecher of fist

graders was most impressed with the responeibilitier one of her tutors asslime0.

He was able to keep the entire rcom quiet and busy when she had to reave the

room for a sudden conference. One teacher, however, requested that five of

the eight tutors be removed from her room. She felt that they upset her stu-

dents rather than helping them. Two of there r+eeents did no- rotvrn to tu-

toring at their own request, but the otht.vz: were satiefectorily pl:.icee in the
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remedial reading room.

Attitudes of the Tutors

When the tutoring program was intrcduced, the' p-or tutors wf.rc

very enthusiastic. The novelty of the exerience ceepled the rreFtipp

of being teachers motivated students to complete ace taske oo ;e to be

considered for a tutoring essignment. Frethueiarm dropped off Oifficul-

ties were encountered in placing students at the elementary school as out-

lined above. Once arrangements were made enthusiasm returned for some stu-

dents, but, generally students attitudes were dependent, upon their tutoring

experiences. Those few who disliked tutoring had various reasons: Fome

could not persevere in patiently iissistine the slow student; others could

not see that learning 4s not an automatic "teacher teaches -,-- student learns"

situation; a few encountered students who were difficult to control because

of emotional or psychological problems. This latter gtoup was offered a

chance to change students if they wished to continue tutorinr. When a tutor

requested a different child or a release iron tutoring, his request was

honored if he could talk about his problems. In other words, the tutor was

encour, wed to think about his dislike and either identify or rationaliee his

dislike. Assistance was given as often as possible in the development of

materials and strategies, and project teachers obsetved almost: all tutor4ne

activities.

Most tutors cad great, satisfaction anc .-ccese and mentioned this in

their journals and in their conversations with teachers and friendel cat :

in and out of the project. These tutors became activelr involved in the

teaching-learning process, and they were challenredby the nerds of their

students. They also heavily relied on the uneervtendinr and of their protect

teachers. These tutors developed close relationships with their students;

they exchanged telephone numbers, and they frepnently as'.ed to star wifr

students beyond the alloted time for tutorinr. rn tntere breen to rne4,31414
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their own teachers with a great .deal of prick:---,especielly wl-en the tutor

introduced his child to an observing project .echer; a spceial gleam seemed

to light the tutor's eyes as he said.to his student, "and ./.1.s ir n- tnaci-er".

Unapticirated Coon, guence of the FroEram*

After the tutors stopped coming to Pelmar - Harvard, quite of few of the

third grade students seemed to stop working. Ap7,erentlr t}-ere stneents had

become so overly dependent upon their tutors that al] of their motivation

came from the close interpersonal relationslips that had developed. ';!ith

some students this "lack-of-ability-to-go-on" In a rather sustainer` state.

Others apparently overcame this condition after a short interval are anbacy-

to-pre-tutor" behavior was acl,ieved.

Eventually all did, in fact, return to this pre-tutor behavior. In all

but a few cases the academic status of the students was markedly hirher after

they had boon tutored. In view of these positive and negative conFequencer

of the program, suggestions were posed concerning the manner in which the pro-

gram should be culminated. Toward the end of the experience the visits of the

tutors should be gradually lessened. Working from five visits per we&' to

four to three and so forth is seen as desirable. Also' the make -up of the tu-

tored time in each visit could easily be altered. A tutorne conld hr allowee

to work alone for a brief time to be preceded or followed by tutoring. The

goal of this approach would be, prior to the ceasing of the tutor1nr, 1}tut t }'e

tutoree could solo during one reading period in self-motivated meaninrful ey-

Ileriences with his tutor rather passively watching. Another asnect tl,nt

be explored is the ceasing of tutoring on an individual basis et the time wl:en

it is felt that the tutoree has arrived at a nqrmal or acceptable noint of ?elf-

direction, self-motivation and self- achievement.

11.11110011111.111.1.111.11. .11111.1111.111001,0.111.110.011.11MPOIMINO

$0t.servations made by Mrs. run Beecher, cooperating teacher at Pelmor-Varvnrd
to Frank Zeitz, project teacher.



imp.liptions of the Tutcrinf Prpunm

The tutoring program incited thu interest of a prow) or eir:ih rrc)e

students who volunteered for the summer prorran in connection with 71011-errr

Lane as mentioned above. There was also an eleventh grader who epcnt three

hours per week"at the junior high as a "teacher's aide" and tutor for project

students and there was a ninth grader who tutored project students in reading

and math and marked their worksheets during her independent stet, time. These

students were excited by the involvement with other learners arc' the satir-

faction they experienced while working as tutors. The " each ono, teach one"

philosophy of the tutoring program has indicated brcseer implications for all

schools and particularly for the project school which serves as a teacher-

training c..,nter in connection with a local university.

It is evident that the tutor gains as much from the tutoring experience

as he gives, and therefore, all levels of eeuca+ion could utilize the skills

learned by the level above them. The "each one, teach one" philosophy could

provide needed introductions to the teaching-learning process for prospective

teachers. In affiliation with junior or senior high tutors, college students

could receive experiences in teaching and in watching learning develop. These

college sbudents could observe learning as a process and consider the myraid

factors which influence the learning of each bit of information. senior high

students could assist junior high students prepare for academic or tutoring

activities, and junior high students could continue tutoring elementary stu-

dents. (see diagram and appended materials.) This utilization of 1,.3ent and

the immediate application of learning in a teaching situation could Live Most

significant influences, especially for those students who have difficllty in

the academic environment.

Sums=

.
The tutoring program was an integral part of thy total program and the re-

sults are such as to encourage such p:crrms on various educational levels. If
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more time could have been devoted to mismatched tutor-elementary student dy:;ds,

perhaps all tutors could have been successful teachers. Yr-,7, students bene-

fited from the experience, but measuring devices must be rofined so as to

evaluate the influence of the program. is especially true in m:pect

to the develOglent of social skills. Behavioral changes were noted but could

not be measured. The results from the elementary teachers viewpoint wurc such

that there eibuld be no problems in placing tutors in future situations.

Finally, in .future such programs tutors may be better prepared for dea.linp

with their students because of the data observed in this experience, and be-

cause of an increased awareness of the value for both the tutor and his elemen-

tary student.



APPENDED MATERIALS

The following materials are included to exemplify and to reinforce
1

the general statements made in this report.

M.

11.
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Article from ST. LOUIS POST -DISPATCP Font ,-;-r_17 1W:

TUTORING PROGRAM FOR crimEN IMPROVFP YOUNG TrACH7RS TCO

NEW YCEIK, Sept. 17 (UPI) A one-way project aimed at helping scholactically

retarded Negro and Puerto Rican children in New York's lower East Cleo schools

has surprised its sponsors by becoming a two-way improvement program. The

teachers, youngsters themselves;, get smarter too.

This was reported today by Robert D. Cloward, research associate at Columbia

University's School of Social Research. The recl:ool evalutttes research rro-

.grams of the Mobilization for Youth, which created the No./ York project, known

as the Homework Helpers Program.

Since the program began in 1963 more than 600 high school students have wrrked

as tutors with about 2000 children in 16 lower Fast Side elementary zchools.

Cloward said that raading levels of all participants were significantly improved

but the big surprise was that the abilities of the high school tutor:----man:,, of

them poorittudents themselves at the start--Psurred ahead three-and-one-half

years on the average in a period of seven months."

As a result, Cloward said, an effort will be made to enlist as tutors more ticrs

and girls who are doing borderline school work. High school dropouts will also

be encouraged to join the project as tutors. The belief is that many might then

be inspired to resume schooling.

The young tutors are paid for their work. With the co-operation of the city's

Board of Education, 150 high school students will be hired this school year and

be paid $12 a week for eight hours of tutoring.

Excerpts from an article in PARADE Jul" 2 lq67:

A SCHOOL WHERE KIDS ARE TEACHERS By John G. Posers

(Overland Park School Dirtrict) one in whicri fourth-, f!rti-, :ne s57t1,-

year pupils arc excused from class twice a wee!, to teach fist -, rt-crnr%., nn0

thirC graders who need help in arithmetic Av soon nr t?.e trzo?,er

in first, second, or third grade sees a child fallinr bWr10.1 she apnlir.r for z

cadet. This is usually a superior and ;.1-ticulate pupil, of4Pn

found that a B student often makes a better cadet teacher than a .' v".-dent.

The A student is more likely to be impatient This cadet 4,.ael'fnr. has hed

moaentum right from the start because it's a rreat no' t or rmtAl ch!ld

to be excused from class to go out and meet his older fr5(nd nr1( do re schconl-

work together. It's sort of a little conspiracy in educa+4on 4.1-n+ fqn

out of work.....While the cadet systva was installed to benefit .the F-181.1 low-

pokes, it's also had an interesting effect on their tutors. (''ven the ri-F.rioilr7:-

bility of teaching a child changes quite a hita.he matures overnirlt, dreFes

better, is more considerate, becomes a better young citizen. And, somrhow, the

exercise of teaching seems to make him a sharper learner in his own schoolwork.



CLASSROOM ON7717ATITM

DATE

GRADE VISITED SUBJECT_

TEACHER

ROOM DESIGN

TIM

I Ia

1. How are the desks, chairs, or tables arranged? Diagram, if necesFar7.

2. What decorations, announcements, or exhibits are posted on the bulletin
boards?

3. What colors are used in the room design?

4. What books and supplies are used in the room?

5. What kinds of mechanical equipment are used in the room"

6. What other information can you give about the room desire

STUDENT§

1. Hdw many girls and how many boys are in the class?

2. Give ary information about the students which is necessary to uneerstandin"
the techniques used in the lesson.
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L7SSON

1. What was being taught? Cive specific information.

.10

2. How was the lesson introduced by the teacher?

3. What new information did the teacher present to the students?

4. What techniques of teaching did the teacher use?

5. What kinds of aide did the teacher use in presenting the lesson?

6. What did you learn from the lesson?



SAMPLE LESSON PLANS noNr, T; it

Lesson Plan by Steve A.

Activity: Counting Board

Tp teach kids how to add on the countinr.boare ant' to Fhow 4.1-cm

viiuc.

Procedure: To work the- counting board you firFt have to think of a prellem

like 4 + 3. Now you have pour prolAnm. TI.cn yv) tc.ve to: count

ing board and put 4 over in the ones place. Than you put 3 more

in the ones place. Then you hwv9 the answer, 7. If :cu hove a

Problem like 9 + 1, you have to -put nine ch:ns in the ones place

and add one to the tens place anc put the nine beset because it is

in the tens place. The counting board can show you al: .0 one,,

tens, hundreds, thousands, elm. all the way up to biliens.

aLesson PLID112LIDa2kUt

Activity: Arithmetic

Method: To teach the child in arithmetic I will use blocks. The child will

learn to add with the blocks.

,Froqpdure: Tell the child to count the blocks. Lot's Fay I have blocks,

(David provided illustrations of the blocks) Now to ret 10

add 4 more blocks. Tell the chiV to count the I bloe:7s. Then

count them all together and he should ret 10. Then ask him how

he arrived at the answer.

Lesson Plan, by Ken r.,

I tell the kids my name. Then I ask them their name. Thor, I a:4k vhfAi. they

know about multiplication. And then I start to show them how to multiply.

(In his demonstration to the class Ken uses' the bleckbovre for crynmr1Pr.)

Then I give them a practice test. They put their name in the rirht N.:re

corner and date. After that thrre are 18 problems. When the;' finis'- the

18 problems I as:: them to tell how they did them then I say, "'Wee so; G

up of your own and put the answer to them." (Ken wrote the test wit 'r one

digit problems.)

Le son Pla.,1,....21r11_,E,3

Activity Writing

Procedure :, I would tell them to watch me write a 'otter tld tn 7 woule

tell them to write the same letter that I wrote:. After that

I would write a word and hnve thc-1 write the some yore. If

they still don't understand what I am doing I wotad ta!eo a :Int.

ter at a time and show them very plowl!:. rule° their

hand, The most important thing ie the hand they write with.

You would know what hand they write witl, by the one they pick

the pencil up with.
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DIAONOFTIC ni:XIRKS AND CUCCFSTTC.:::', 7CATT#TY(1 r:..WFTF A;;;)

THFIR TUTORS INCLUDINC1 INFORIU 7071 LE:70,

1. Cary S.

Loses interest easily and rives up. Interested in that others are &Ans.
Vory littl.sight vocabulary, expression, comprehension. Needs to he VIpt
at task. Careless spelling, letter reversal.

Suggest daily pattern that varies a lot and in a.nlace whore he enesn't
see others. Do Book 4 story and questions, switch to workbooll and" perhaps
you can include some material on an easier level to build smoothness, with
questions for comprehension.

2. 1166q2.e 11,

Very interested in others. Responds well to praise. Wore attec :tronrer
than comprehension. Needs to move around some but returned to tusk at end.

Sugeest you continue working in. separate place and varyjng pctivitier. Add
some easier material for reading with expression and include comprehension
work.

3. Michael B.

Very limited ability. New to 0/6.
good work so far and the brinninp in
haps you pould pevelop comprehension
answers to questions that memorizing

4. Robert E4

Memorizes instead of attacr. Continue
of games, etc. to teech smnds. Per-
items for Down ins boolf which call for
can't cover ar woreF 'cr. rearranged.

Limited ability. Physically slow moving. Depeneont. rooe or. sounds 'r;:lt

difficulty in blending words. Continue your excellent plan. T: river on
success, praise.

5. Julie St

Excellent word attack. Limited comprol-ension. LCCI'F in114iat!vc, rostisus
excellent variety. Include things on easier level that c11 for evirxlinr to
find exact answer. Do something very easy ever;' day so rou can le;'itilctP27.
praise highly. Use short-term goals for her such as doing 1 soy, rape, etc.

6. Kenneth M.

New to i/t/a. Lazy. Hiehly distract; c': Fidgety. Trclincd to guess
rather than attack words rind read without comprehending.

Allow for some brief movements Lt get back to task rt hrne "err, roon. Use
activities which have him sound out words. Ask him comprehension qesstions
1:..;.o by pare. After some work in his Bon't switch to vomethine very easy
a while--as Downing with some question*.

71buoted from letter to tutors from "rr. reran Peecher, cooper. ':- teacher
at Delmar-Harvard.



7 Enry P.

Usually quiet. Tends to watch others. :.nxious to r7.cri. Urcl: con4.r7t
rather than word attack. Reverses letters, spells carely at Imcp.
Responds well to praise.

nave stories read orally as you a.ze doinr. Incluee matorjt.1 fcr
oral readinp: and encourage expreqpion. Stress letter formationr in written
work.

Q. Anthony F

Weak on sounds, word attack.. Tends to press inr4rae. Doesn't Ovays fol-
low story plot as he reads. Dependent on others. Tene to worlr only under
direct supervision. Wants to succeed.

Review sounds daily. Stress letter formation. Perhaps he coins write 5
sounds you pronounce as an opening exercise or spell 5 easy words. Ls"
comprehension questions on each pare. Occasionally coo some casier reading
for speed.

9. Keith C.

One of the highest in ability. Knows sollnes well and rood comprehension.
Tends to csk for help he doesnot seed. l'17rporPE well to praise. Competi-
tive.

10. Bruce F.

Knows sounds. Trouble with comprehension. Short attention Fre-. War
moved into i/t/i after several months in t.o. reaeinr clarr. Prrristent
,,eversal of letters. Careless spelling.

Vary activities as he loses interest- some oral ree!ng, some questions,
etc. Needs reinforcement as encl; lar clone. Tutor needs to take the
initiative. Do some eery oral reading for smoothness, speed.

NOTE: Compare these remarks with teacher's observations auout the tntorinr.
in progress, p. lg.



OVEPVIT:d CF TUTUTNG TX N t cu: .Aff1:1

I :17! very entbusiastie about the of this T.Ivom.ra 7tore

is eefinite measurable growth on the part of my rtueentr:: wko ,rc Invplvre, even

in a short time.

Primarily I feel the success is eue to t!.-ro -onera] factor:

1) The 1 to 1 working relationship.

2) The chance for more attention when needed,

3) The opportun4ty for immediate reinforgpment.

4) The chance for the tutor to var activities enough to surtnin interost in

those with short attention span.

5) The organization of the remedial content in ireivieual fashion so tYat

each child works independently ane does not need to ro to the toachor to

advance further. Therefore, whpe the child works with the tutor, he res

more supervision rather than missing out on group work as croup ac+ivi4;or

arc used sparingly.

6) The identification with an older child by children with emotional neeez

and questionable home environments.

Specific cases enhance the arrument even more.

A) One boy, Fddic R., has. been a bohavicr ,reel em nll your ane no rbility

to complete work on his own at all. No cask: to the clasr aFrir.nceg to rook

t but seemed unable to handle it so was changed to Rook ;. 7or reveral

months he was still in.Book 2. rince being assirned a tntcr, he has finisI-ne

almost all of his Book 3 question sheets, done parts of worul-ockr, and

recited many wore wheels. By doing a variety of thine' oacl. ear ane ta!'inr

him to a more isolated place, arilyn (his tutor) is able to ',Peep 1-.in: from

war.derinr idly around and becomin.: distracted.

B) Another boy, Robert H., has alwi...ys been concidred boreerline ar to roce for

pacial District services. Upon entering schooll he war until'? c, to 4111v. Eo

spent 2 years in Primary 1. This year in Primary 2, he wan in F.00k ; since

September without, cemplotinu any question r'recte. Whon lcft or lir ovr :1

wan unable to accomplish any work. Sines: tutor, !Al:ens:on, bcran

1,1m, he has completed Book 2 and all of Tiook 3!

C) f boy, renry, who entered during the year was anxigus to rrogrovr t?rehrl.

the books but never completely mastered the sounds; Lc cross Mt: Nritten

work but also gets oral reuc'in every day with his tutor, Yz..11;, are or

wheels to build sight vocabulary.

D) Two boys just entered OA and ncoe meolN indivieual work on sounds that

the class as a whole had passed. Cne, Kenneth, is very depereert and lazy,

'011.111..11101.014111011110

.4.i7;uoted from a letter to project director from Vrr. ruran Beecher coor,7rOinr

+eachcr at Delmar.Yarvard, Phrch 20, 1 0(7.
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;.z71 tutor, Esther, cnn e:irect iF .ntier to fts, Tem.1- r+ f.1.P

hns a test score ineleat!nr nrce for f.'rrc.,:11, T:!rtrr+

11:e thc: niateftal thc ot1-.f rs do. 1%6 tutor, Jo- n, :

*neial ,sound and sight word materialF for Hz- lr4.-7 or 7.Y

,

,A.m..(a- boy, Antl,ony, has cone in Curin,. ":c r: +0

Fowever, he iF lazy about in...c.ndent tnc in cory-Irn-

roll. uscd to turn in many rherts %:"th practically cr, unrwor .ronr.

Dcb'bie's (his tutor) help he rcr closer attention to 0111 In jF

writinc cr.' cots more help in coundinc out.

T) Julie, transferred from another rchool are in

Ehe was conscientious but lost int ..:t in 400 4..;-1-cmecnt

7:;:xcc 1/4, er tutor) has broupht in much (.1;:ra 02i:rncroF rne rre-,

:.c(..:w20 for her writing ne, varies da!:1: or .fo

illtirctc.d. (Sec also rare 7 for :.or:; eetails Francc's acliv!tes

Julio)

G) ' l'oy name0 Cary is hiehly dictractible and of low ability. Pe ovporlencee

ljttlf, success he usually gave up without trying. When tufcrr were

swlichee, Olivia took Cary to a quieter place, and he accomplien(d more.

vAr.yinr activities his production is curtained longer.
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r7. I 0,Trir P17'..71("7' C' (11' ,r
OZE'.....r.e ST1 ITT;4! MTV .NT:r 11' r.

6.1111 OMEN; Mb AMP =W... or ow.... ............owas a. or rem am. 01,1...111 ...

Than% you for your letter indicating the Effect of ihe
tutorinC program on tho children in your c]asFes.

I would like to take this opportunity to thark ;.ou for yol;-.. croT,r-
ation in working with the seventh graders 1n, our prorram. Your -Ln1r.rest

and enthusiasm-has enabled us to involve our rtudonts in rbnr
which we hope will result in worthwhile lesrninr: e:zporience for t:-.(7n.

Amont teachers it is idiomatic that "the 'best wc.:. to learn n slfrect
is to teach it." And, although rescare, has *, Teri done wHch wond 1r('.i-
cate a real value in tutorial programs for both parties involvcd, t
are still questions in some peop3e's minds as to tho value of a 7th r...der
or higher teaching a 2nd prader or 3ower. I am expecially nleared that
you have empirical evidence of an improvciw,nt for your strXents.

We have not yet attempted to measure improvement in our stuOents; but
some of the anticipated benefits which I feel are specific value to the

tutors are as follows:

1. Development of those social skills necessary to establish a
working relationship with the individual being tutored and
the supervising teacher.

2. A practical lesson in the value of motivation and its re-
lation to learning.

3. An increased understandinr of the learnine process; evrf-
cially, recognition of the value of ea events such as repc:*i-
tion, memory, attention, continuity, concentration, varicc
approaches, teaching aids, and meuninefulness.

4. An improvement in self-concept or self-image throurh feelings
of, being appreciated and beinc useful.

5. A practical lesson in assuming responsibili1:- for the total
tutoring relationship including preparation of teschine .ids,
teachin techniques and an understanding of the natural con-
sequences of doing less than an adequate jobtheir pupi]
rebels or they otherwise lose control of the session.

6. Identification with young learners who have learning prea7e:ns
similar to their own problems.

011111,11=110 SIMMINIM

i* Quoted from letter of Phrch 22, 1967 by Idert!...1 R. fore to "IT. "us an
Beecher, cooperating teacher at Delmar-rarv4rd.
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SCOPE AND SEPU]NCE OF THE Ti:;TURIAL FICP.7SS

I. Three main phases of program:

A. Methods Course: (taught in English and Social Studies cour.JcL.) Covovs

such items as these:

1. Appearance
2. Manners and respect
3. Cooperation with teacher
4. Value of praise and criticism
5. Philosophy of learning

a. Learn by doing
6. Personality and disposition
7. Individual tutoring of tutors
8. Conferences among tutors
9..Reading and study in subject matter area

10. Conferences with teachers
11. Seminar type discussions

(with Brittany teachers, Blackberry Lune
teacher s, administrators, and tutors)

12. Blackberry Lane children cone to Br-Gtany
for demonstrations and uork in our

13. Blackberry Lane teachers speak to Brittany classes

14. Learn to run A-V equipment - ditto and mimeograph

B. Material Preparation: (taught in art, crafts, industrial arts, and home

economics courses.)

1. Teaching Aids
a. Items made of wood

(1.) Oversized:
a) rulers
b) protractors
c) counting frames, boards or blocks
(d) geometric forms
(e) thermomers
(f) models

(g) games

b. Work sheets of all kinds

c. Flash cards of all kinds

d. Puzzles, ganes

c. Node ls

f. Charts, diagrams, illustrations, maps

g. Bulletin board display pictures, decorations, posters

h. Flannel cut-ou'v4



2 2.

C. Appr Aticeship Program

There are two basic divisions for tutoring 1Lvel; primnry intcrni!-
diate.

The types of tasks a junior high student niht perform at each of
these.levels are these:

1. Primary (Kindergarten, 1st and 2nd Grades)

a. Motor clavelopnent
(1.) Play c,I'L;ch, handball, kickball, etc.
(2.) Give calisthenics or skills drill
(3.) Work on balance bean, balance board or

jungle gym
(4.) Work with physical ed-c.ention teaener
(5.) Supervise games or serve as umpire, etc.
(6.) Organize and direct tournamnts
(7.) Serve as spotter or scorer

b. Teacher Aide
(1.) Secretarial and clerical tasks

(a) filing
(b) sorting
(c) scoring

(2.) Monitor tasks
(a) cleaning
(b) straightening
(c) organizing
(d) distributing papers

(3.) Answering questions

(4.) Putting on hats, coats, gym shoes

(5.) Supervising plays

c. Readiness activi-,:es
(1.) Reading stories
(2.) Help with work sheets
(3.) Using Peabody Kit
(4.) Listening tc child reed
(5.) Discussing or conversing with child
(6.) Befriending child

d. Academic tutoring
(1.) Phonics drill
(2.) Fl-J11 card drill

(3.) Printing practice supervision
(4.) Sight word or spelling practice



2. Intermediate Group

a. Teacher aide
(1.) Observation of toch-,7 one'. cl.asz
(2.) Supervise projects and e:77i...unts
(3.) Make up tests and male up work
(4.) Conducting spelling bees, phonic bingo games, etc.

for the entire class

b. Individual tutoring
(1.) Active

(a) Having specific teachingloal or ob:;uctive

(2.) Passive
(a) Work with child whu knows the natcria]

needs practice or drill
(b) Listen tL:' cl,Lld read cr tell stories in his

own words
(c) Write what child tells (el:fad alctates stolty)
(d) Play gar=
(e) Establish big brci or sister relaticnship

c. Group tutoring
(1.) Discussion groulls
(2.) Local' field trips or trips to library
(3.) Supervising educational genes
(4.) Give tests or spelling words
(5.) Supervise projects
(6.) Serve as proctor or monitor

D. Special Functions

1. Escort children library on 1 to 1 basis to explain card
files, readers guides, utc.

2. In spring orientation for 6t;-, graders - have 1 to 1 tours of
Brittany facilities

3. Put out school . using a reporter from each ;;:'L :.c to

work with junior high supervisor

4. Have elementary child "audit" Arittany courses -xittany
student as "big brother"



PARTICIPANTS IN THE FALL 1967 TUTORING PROGRAM

Brittany, Dr. David Thomas, Principal
(CEMREL Staff)
William Page, Project Director
Kay VanWessem, Teacher-in-Charge
Lillian Radloff (Mrs.), Aide

Senior High School, Dr. Mark Boyer, Principal
Lilburn Ochs, Counselor
Leslie Gold
BarbaraMerlinghouse (Mrs.)

Blackberry Lane Elementary_School, George Rau, Principal
JoAnne Evans
Marie M. Harlow (Mrs.)
Melanie Sue Newcomb (Mrs.)
Vivian Gellman (Mrs.)
Gene Williams

Delmar-Harvard Elementary School, Earl Greeson, Principal
Beth E. Dennis (Mrs.)
Fanchon A. Weitman (Mrs.)
Doris E. Lerner (Mrs.)
Sue Beecher (Mrs.)

Jackson Park Elementary School, Margaret Kerr, Principal
Goldie Brandstadter (Mrs.).
Cecil S. Taryle (Mrs.)
Hermese B. Ogden (Mrs.)
Mary Sue Hamilton (Mrs.)
Frances E. McKinney (Mrs.)
Neil M. Kingdon (Mrs.)

Hawthorne Elementary School, Ray Clark, Principal

Josephine Kidd
Jean Lee Wheeling
Estelle Birnbaum
Susan Nall (Mrs.)
Sharon K. Hanking (Mrs.)
JoAnn Redman
Joyce Ann Trower (Mrs.)
William Hykins
Helen M. Boehm (Mrs.)



Pershing Elementary School, James Lanman, Principal

Zenda Ashkanazi (Mrs.)
Margaret Langstadt (Mrs.)
Roney Parsons (Mrs.)
Claudia Prentice
Rose Marie Heinze (Mrs.)
Nancy KaMabeb (Mrs.)
Willard Parker
Fanice Sudvarg (Mrs.)
Ann Snodgrass (Mrs.)

41111111111.4
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U. City Students
Provide Help
For Children

By ELLEN SMITH
University City High School

Several University City High
School sophomores have discov-
ered the many rewards of tutor-

ing, as eac h
day, 26 tenth
grade students
travel to one of
two elementary
schools to par-
ticipate i n a
unique tutoring
program.

First con
ceived i n De-
cember, the
program in-
volves high Ellen Smith
school students donating their
unscheduled hours for tutoring
primary level children. The
high school students are trans-
ported by school bus to the par-
ticipating elementary schools
where they meet with their as-
signed children for an hour a
day.

The results of such sessions
a r e uniformly successul. "I
was surprised to discoverI
could actually teach another

p e r s o n," exclaimed one high
scnool sophomore. "The pro-
gram has brought out patience
and enthusiasm I never thought
I possessed."

VARIETY OF SUBJECTS
The primary children are aid-

ed in a wide variety of subjects
by their high school tutors.
Some are instructed in simple
art; others are helped in math.
One high school girl actually
conducts a class in "Counting
money."

The main subjects e m p h a-
sized by the sophomores, how-
ever, are the basic reading and
writing skills. Assigned to one
or two primary children, the tu-
tors conduct sessions in oral
reading, word recognition, and
simple printing. The daily
drills serve es strong reinforce.
ments to regular classroom in-
struction.

"I've found the tutoring pro-
gram to be highly successful,"
explained one elementary
school t e a c h e r. "The high
school students who tutor my
children are able to give them
very important individual atten-
tion they might not otherwise,

1968

4fammemsmormooll

S.

receive."

POSITIVE RESPONSE

The children, too, have re-
sponded positively to the tutor-
ing program. The regularity of
the sessions enables them to
make rapid progress. and pro-
vides them with a unique learn-
ing situation. One third-grader.
who arrived in the United

A primary child gives complete attention to her tutor, U. City
sophomore Connie Haim. Photo by Mark Zuk,-

States last September knowing
not one word of Englis Ii,
grasped the language under the
guidance of his high school tu-
tor. The time involved in his
mastery of Et glish might have
been lengthened considerably
had it not been for the aid of
the high school boy.

Guided by their eager tutors,

the primary children rea. t well

to this special educational tech-

nique. But the greatest rewards
and satisfactions from the tu-
toring programs are the deep
relationships between tutor and
child that develop.

"My tutor?" summed tip nne
bright-eyed third grader, "Why,
she's my friend."
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Students Tutor
Through Project

Last year Brittany started an
experimental teaching program
which is fund ed by the Central
Midwestern Regional Education
Laboratory (CEMREL). CEMREL
is one of twenty education labor-
atories receiving money from the
United States Office of Education
for research and development of
programs. Mr. William Page is
Program Activity Director, Miss
Katherine Van Wessem is teach-
er-in-charge, and Mrs. Radloff is
the teaching assistant.

The program is designed to find
ways of individualizing instruc-
tion. One of the major activities
is a tutoring program. During the
past semester there were twenty-
six 7th graders, six eighth grad-
ers, and three ninth graders from
Brittany tutoring at Blackberry
L a n e, Delmar-Harvard, Haw-
thorne, and Pershing schools.
About forty senior high students
tutored at Delmar-Harvard, Haw-
thorne, and Pershing. Since se-
mester schedule changes, a few
of the Brittany students have had
to drop tutoring.

Tutors prepare their own les-
sons in cooperation with the ele-
mentary school teacher. Tutors
may teach arithmetic, physical ed-
ucation, reading, and writing, for
grades 1 through 6 either indi-
vidually or in small groups.
Teachers are most enthusiastic
about what tutors can do and
tutors seem to gain great satis-
faction from this volunteer work.
Parents are very pleased with the
extra help for their children.


